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My ultimate research interest lies in the normative design of general purpose artificial agency. That
is, how should we design artificial agents that learn to solve general tasks and contribute positively
to human society? This a broad question, and I am focusing my efforts on two specific areas that I
view as essential pieces of the larger puzzle. The first asks: how should we construct agents that can
reason about the world, do so at multiple levels of abstraction, and communicate their reasoning
via multiple modalities (especially natural language)? The second asks: what objective functions
should agents optimize, from a normative perspective? Below I describe the specific research topics
within each that I plan to continue working in the coming academic year (2019-2020).
(Area #1) Integrating multiple goal spaces in multi-goal reinforcement learning. A
human can accomplish arbitrarily defined goals, whether expressed by an image or via language,
and can translate image goals into language goals and vice versa. In our 2019 extended abstract
[7] we propose to enable multi-goal reinforcement learning (RL) agents [12, 1, 10] to do the same
by treating goal spaces as topologies (families of sets) over the underlying state space and learning
“Protoge” maps between them. This allows us to transfer knowledge between goal spaces and learn
a universal goal representation. Significant additional work is needed to develop these ideas into a
general-purpose framework for reinforcement learning agents.
(Area #1) Using destination-based general value functions for planning. General value
functions (GVFs) [13] encode world knowledge in the form of a value function. Destination-based
GVFs are the default GVF in multi-goal reinforcement learning, characterized by a sparse reward
function that gives positive signal only at the goal. I am interested in using learned GVFs to solve
navigation tasks by top-down hierarchical planning [2, 4]. This is also a promising application of
our recent work on modeling metrics with neural networks [8].
(Area #1) Causal reasoning with RL. As humans naturally understand notions of causality,
it is likely that reinforcement learning agents can as well—how can we enable this? I believe
destination-based GVFs, together with the ideas in my 2018 paper [5] will be applicable here.
(Area #2) Individual intelligence. In [6] I showed that the standard MDP model may be
insufficient to model all “rational” preferences. As this work was strictly theoretical, an interesting
follow-up question I would like to explore is whether we can demonstrate an empirical benefit to
my proposal to use a variable discount factor, e.g., in inverse reinforcement learning [3].
(Area #2) Pro-social and group intelligence. How should an agent integrate feedback signals
from multiple principals in a normatively justified way? [11]. How do we design a justified social
welfare objective, especially when signals are a mix of ordinal and cardinal values? My recent
project [9] formalizes this problem mathematically, and provides a first step toward an answer.
(Area #2) Procedural safety. Many social and safety issues that might arise during an agent’s
lifetime are unforeseeable or otherwise impossible to hard or soft code (via inductive bias) into our
models. We can, however, borrow an idea from the legal system: rather than construct substantive
rules in difficult cases, provide the necessary procedure (e.g., due process) so that ultimate outcomes
are deemed fair, even if they are considered “wrong” by some (or many!). Can we design a procedural
framework to help us manage the undoubtedly many AI policy issues that will arise in the future?
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